HARNESS THE POWER OF AI

Introducing InspectionWorks Analyze Light – the cloud-based software platform that helps you find defects at the push of a button, so you can make better decisions, faster.

Waygate Technologies’ first cloud ADR platform is an inferencing platform, meaning it uses Artificial Intelligence to process your data the same way, every time. Whether X-ray, CT, UT, or visual data, this AI-enabled Assisted Defect Recognition (ADR) tool helps inspectors find non-conformities in both manufacturing and services settings.

InspectionWorks Analyze from Waygate Technologies – ADR starts here. Inspection starts here.

**Quality**
Reduce human factors and increase consistency. Say goodbye to fatigue, distractions, complacency and bias.

**Speed**
Deliver rapid decisioning in a fraction of the time.

**Cost**
Drive cost avoidance through risk reduction and optimal use of resources.

**Resources**
Evaluate anywhere, anytime, and free up your trained experts for when it really matters.

**Reduce up to 90% of escapes**

**From min to ms**

**Up to 50% reduction in inspection cost**

**Digital Transition**
Build a digital triplet of your assets and allow the data to speak to you. Find defects, identify trends, and predict failures. See what's hiding in your data.